Development of a luminescence syncytium induction assay (LuSIA) for easily detecting and quantitatively measuring bovine leukemia virus infection.
Bovine leukemia virus (BLV) causes enzootic bovine leukosis and is closely related to the human T cell leukemia virus. Since BLV infection mostly occurs via cell-to-cell transmission, BLV infectivity is generally measured by culturing BLV-infected cells with reporter cells that form syncytia upon BLV infection. However, this method is time-consuming and requires skill. To visualize the infectivity of BLV, we developed a new assay called the luminescence syncytium induction assay (LuSIA) that is based on a new reporter cell line designated CC81-BLU3G. CC81-BLU3G is stably transfected with pBLU3-EGFP, which contains the BLV long terminal repeat U3 region linked to the enhanced-green fluorescence protein (EGFP) gene. CC81-BLU3G expresses the EGFP in response to BLV Tax expression specifically, and forms fluorescing syncytia when transfected with an infectious BLV plasmid or when cultured with BLV-infected cells. Compared to the conventional assay, LuSIA was more specific and detected cattle samples with low proviral loads. The fluorescing syncytia was easily detected by eye and automated scanning and LuSIA counts correlated strongly with the proviral load of infected cattle (R2 = 0.8942).